10 reasons for it-novum with Alfresco

Who we are
Founded in 2001 as an independent
subsidiary of the listed KAP-AG



IT consultancy with technical
specialization in the business open source
sector
More than 85 employees

International Technology
Partnerships
Longtime accredited partner of leading
open source software manufacturers
Proven quality assurance through ISO
certification

Headquarters in Fulda, branch offices in
Dusseldorf, Dortmund, Vienna and Zurich

Customers and Projects
15+ years of business open source
experience
More than 750 successfully realized
projects in large SME and large
enterprises

Well-established product
developments
ITSM Analytics
Pentaho / SAP Connector
Alfresco Geo-Caching
Alfresco Transformation Server
Alfresco Outlook Client
Nagios-based Monitoring

Top-quality consulting
We differentiate ourselves from
the big solution providers’

Multidisciplinary Project
Teams

standard offerings
Our Open Source application and
infrastructure solutions are scalable and
flexibly customizable.
They also integrate seamlessly in the
existing IT infrastructure.



Consisting of engineers, consultants und
business data processing specialists.
We combine business expertise with
technological excellence to create
sustainable business processes.

We help you to make a risk-free

Sustainable implementation in

decision before project launch

your business processes

With a Consulting Workshop and Proof of
Concept incl. a real-case simulation and
prototype:
ии Security and predictability
ии Clear project methodology
ии Sensible calculation



With our comprehensive support
offerings we service you also after the
project’s implementation.

10 REASONS
for collaborating with it-novum and Alfresco

Modern
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Innovation

Foresight

Modern and secure.
With its Digital Business Platform, Alfresco offers a fully
integrated solution for Enterprise Content Management
and Business Process Management.
For years market analysts such as Gartner and IDC have
considered these Alfresco products to be pioneers in
their fields. Their source code is also freely available to
customers, so any integrations or adaptations can easily be
made.

2.000+

Enterprise customers

Experience

Processes

Integration

Speed

ROI
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Alfresco Content Services assists customers by providing
them with information and documents in the form of
project plans, architectural drawings or, for example, by
storing invoices in a structured and legally compliant
manner. In addition, extensive search functions, the
preparation of subject-specific structures and many other
functions support users in administering large amounts of
documents.
Alfresco Process Services is a comprehensive process
management solution that enables you to present any
process in a standardised way (BPMN 2.0). Whether it‘s
forms, process handling or simple workflows – departments
can also participate in creating processes by using
graphical editors.
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FLEXIBILITY with a capital „F“.
The Alfresco Digital Business Platform integrates
seamlessly into the existing infrastructure and, depending
on the IT strategy, can be flexibly deployed and adapted to
individual needs.
The most common variant is the Data Centre Installation
(on-premises). Here, the customer has the option of
operating all products in their own data centre and thus
maintaining maximum flexibility and control.
An attractive alternative is a private cloud solution.
Operations are guaranteed by it-novum, while hosting is
carried out either in the certified it-novum Data Centre or
via Amazon AWS.
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The way in which the Alfresco Digital Business Platform
combines both cloud and data centres is also unique.
The Hybrid Sync system enables the advantages of both
worlds to be combined through the use of finely grained,
configurable synchronisation of individual documents.
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Multiple solutions. One platform.
No one solution is like another. And because of this, the
Alfresco Digital Business Platform can be tailored to
individual needs like no other product on the market. So
it‘s not unusual (actually, it‘s standard practice) that our
customers operate different specialist applications on a
central platform.
This not only lightens the IT department‘s workload, but is
also a prerequisite for rapidly providing new solutions.

ROI

ии The product is open source (LGPL) in both the
Community and Enterprise Editions
ии Open interfaces (APIs) such as CMIS support easy
integration
ии An active community works together with the
manufacturer and us partners to continuously improve
the products
ии The Alfresco Application Development Framework
focuses on the user and the user experience in the
design of new solutions
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Not just vision, but reality.
The Alfresco Digital Business Platform brings together
Enterprise Content Management (ECM) and Business
Process Management (BPM) to help create efficient and
networked processes that deliver content in the individual
context of your business.
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For years market analysts such as Gartner and IDC have
considered these Alfresco products to be pioneers in their
fields.
And these technologies and approaches are not just
regarded as visionary – The manufacturer has also proven
that it can achieve its ambitious goals. This has been
demonstrated by Alfresco being listed as a „Challenger“ in
the 2017 Gartner Magic Quadrant.
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We think outside the box.
it-novum GmbH plays an important role as a long-standing
strategic partner in the Alfresco partner network.

Speed

Together with our certified consultants, system architects,
administrators and developers, we have been supporting
medium and large enterprise customers in Germany,
Austria and Switzerland since 2010.
Our customers benefit from our comprehensive support
in many ways: We start by carefully identifying their needs
and develop a suitable approach for achieving them. The
system is then implemented in line with the customer‘s
individual requirements. Finally, we bring the installation
online and even provide technical support and help with
operations.

PLATINUM PARTNER

„Since 2009, it-novum has been supporting us
in implementing Alfresco with our customers.
Whether it‘s implementing complete enterprise
content management platforms, mapping out
business processes or integrating third-party systems such as SAP, it-novum stands out from the
rest through its high technological competence
and solid knowledge of business processes – something only a very few partners can deliver.“
Pieter Berendsen, RVP Europe North Alfresco
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Knowledge like no other.
With more than 7 years of experience and over 150
completed Alfresco projects, we are by far one of the most
experienced partners in the market.



ии Automotive
ии Energy

By collaborating with us, you can benefit from our best
practices and achieve rapid project results.

ии and other sectors


Tanja Bode, Head of the Communications & Information Working
Group, The University of Kassel

Industries
ии Government &
Education

We have not only carried out standard installations, but
have also developed and provided individual specialist
applications and extensions.

„With it-novum, we not only made the right choice
for our implementation, but also for the subsequent support of our ongoing operations.“

ROI

Templates
ии Contract management
ии Compliance (GDPR /
audit security)
ии Project collaboration
ии and other templates
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Agility. Straight down the line.
We rely on agile methods and rapid prototyping. We believe
it is important that all stakeholders, including business
users, are involved at an early stage. After each partial
implementation (Sprint), feedback is obtained so that any
adjustments can be incorporated quickly and easily into
the overall implementation. This creates transparency and
at the same time forms the basis for a high degree of user
acceptance.
Our projects often start with a proof of concept (PoC).
During the PoC, selected functionalities are made available
to our customers so that they can be sure an Alfresco / itnovum collaboration is a good fit for them.

ROI

ии Established processes for implementing Alfresco
products
ии Cost-effective proofs of concept for evaluating
technologies
ии Extensive best practices and project management
methodologies
ии Simple and intuitive project areas that not only
ensure progress is transparent, but also allow direct
feedback on individual iterations
ии Manufacturer-certified personnel with many years of
experience
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Hand in Hand.
Document management, just like processes, can extend
across a wide range of specialist applications and
infrastructure components. It is therefore crucial that all
elements are fully in sync and coordinated.
This is why Alfresco offers a variety of integrations that itnovum, in turn, can further enrich with their own proven
integration solutions. This makes it easy for our customers
to realise their cross-application processes.
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Up to speed with local caching.
Companies with multiple, worldwide offices all face the
same problem when it comes to exchanging information
such as documents or videos: Their ability to quickly
transfer files is either limited or impossible. As a result,
there can be extensive delays in transferring items when
they are requested from head office. This can lead to
bottlenecks and productivity issues if employees are kept
waiting for important information.

„Legal documents such as court records must
be available at any hour of the day or night. The
solution supplied by it-novum helps us ensure we
always have access to important data.“
Thomas Lindinger, Higher Regional Court Judge, Division Head and
Program Manager in GIT at the Bavarian Department of Justice
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it-novum has extended Alfresco Content Services to
include fast, site-based access to documents. Files are
stored on a caching server at each respective site and are
accessible to end users at the location‘s maximum rate of
transfer. This makes our platform the all-important link
between Alfresco and the user‘s desktop.
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It‘s the bottom line that counts.

The Alfresco Digital Business Platform is provided as
a „Software as a Service“ (Saas) subscription service,
regardless of how it is delivered. This means that no
major investment is necessary in order to achieve the
required solution, which is normally the case with
traditional licensing models. A subscription not only
includes the software solution itself, but also extensive
support services as well.
Guaranteed response times and the regular provision of
patches and upgrades are typical for a business-critical
environment. In our experience, the costs associated with
installations that start at around 250 users are cheaper
than those provided by comparable competitors.

Alfresco Content Services Starter
Edition with 100 named users from
€27,500 / year

Would you like individual pricing information?

Contact us and let us know the number of users you have,
the type of deployment you‘re considering and your
availability requirements.

Your contacts
For Germany:
						
						

Stefan Kirc
hner
Alfresco Account Executive DACH
 stefan.kirchner@it-novum.com

 +49 (0) 661 103-915

For Austria:
						Johannes Michael Weiß
						Country Manager
						 johannes.weiss@it-novum.com

 +43 (0) 1 227 87 139

For Switzerland:
						
Stephan Köpfli
						Country Manager / CEO
 stephan.koepfli@it-novum.com

 +41 (0) 79 652 51 60
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